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Comparison of DNA & RNA
There are two types of  Nucleic acid, DNA exist as two strands twisted 

together into a right handed helix called the double helix. Each strand is a 
polymer of repeating units called nucleotides. 

Feature RNA DNA

Sugar Ribose
Deoxyribose at 

position 2’ of the 
ribose sugar

Bases AUCG ATCG

Strand length Short Long

No. strands One Two

Helix Single Double



Transcription
• Transcription is the 1st stage of gene expression or

by which genetic information is transmitted from DNA
to RNA.

• The information stored in the genetic code is
transmitted from the DNA of a gene to messenger
RNA or mRNA. thus, mRNA is synthesized according
to the DNA template

• Every base in the mRNA molecule is complementary
to a corresponding base in the DNA of the gene but
with uracil replacing thymine in mRNA.



Base Pairing
DNA Base Pairs DNA-RNA base pairs

One strand of 
DNA RNA
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1. DNA Template

5’

3’ 3’-OH

5’PPP

sense strand

antisense 
strand

RNA DNA

Direction of elongation of 
RNA





Transcription and RNA processing
� The process is catalyzed by DNA- dependent RNA

polymerases, which recognize different promoters and
therefore, transcribe different types of RNA molecules.

� Transcription occurs in five sequential phases and three
major steps:

� Pre-initiation

� Initiation

� Promoter clearance

� Elongation

� Termination



Transcription
1. Initiation

RNA Polymerase binds to a promoter which is a region of bases 
that signals the beginning of a gene. RNA Polymerase is 
bound to the TATA box of the promoter by transcription 
factors

The double helix unwinds and is ready to be transcribed



transcription
2. Elongation

RNA Polymerase moves along the protein encoding 
gene adding new RNA nucleotides in the 5’ to 3’ 
direction and complimentary to the DNA template



transcription
3. Termination

RNA Polymerase reaches the terminator region of the protein 
encoding gene

All the enzymes and factors are released

The product of these 3 steps is called immature or pre-mRNA
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General Synthesis of RNA
(transcription)

• DNA template (1 strand) which called: non-coding 
strand or antisense strand

• RNA polymerase

• RNA and DNA template antiparallel

• Chain grows ‘5 3’



mRNA 
• mRNA is single stranded being synthesized by the enzyme

RNA polymerase.

• In any particular gene only one DNA strand of the double
helix acts as template strand.

• Messenger RNA encodes amino acid sequence

• mRNA carries genetics information from the nucleus into the
cytoplasm. It is the transcript of a protein coding gene.



- long helix

- Base arrangement complementary to DNA from which 
formed

- COLINEAR: direct copy of opposite DNA strand

- Nucleus                          Cytoplasm 

- Function: transcription

mRNA



Post-transcriptional processing
� Before the primary mRNA molecule leaves the nucleus,
it undergoes a number of modifications or what is
known as post-transcriptional processing.

� Post-transcriptional processing involved:

� 5’ capping

� Polyadenylation

� Introns excision and exons splicing (RNA splicing)



5' capping

• After transcription the mRNA is modified by the
addition of a methylated guanine nucleotide to the
5' end of the molecule.

• The 5' cap is thought to facilitate transport of the
mRNA to the cytoplasm and attachment to the
ribosomes as well as protect the RNA transcript from
degradation by endogenous cellular exonucleases.



Polyadenylation

• The cleavage of the 3' end of the mRNA molecule
from the DNA involves the addition of approximately
200 adenylate residues, the so-called poly(A) tail.

• The addition of the poly(A) tail is thought to facilitate
transport of the mRNA to the cytoplasm and
translation.



• After transcription, the non-coding introns
in the primary mRNA are removed by
Spliceosome complex (consist of RNA +
proteins), and the non-adjacent coding
exons are spliced together to form a
shorter mature mRNA.

mRNA  Splicing



Ex15’ 3’Ex2 Ex3 Ex----in1 In2 In--Promoter

The Gene

Ex1 Ex2 Ex3 Ex----
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